GOLF BATTERY
HINTS & TIPS

Thank you for purchasing your golf battery from BBL Batteries. We hope you
enjoy many rounds of trouble free golf with it. Please note the following;
WHEN YOU FIRST RECEIVE YOUR BATTERY: It will be fully charged, but we
do advise that you immediately give it a top up charge for a few hours before
you use it on the trolley.
USE THE CORRECT CHARGER: Use the charger that was originally supplied
by your golf trolley manufacturer or one specifically designed for deep cycle
GEL/AGM batteries. It must say that it is a three stage (step) charger Bulk,
Absorption and Float charge.
DO NOT LEAVE YOUR BATTERY IN A DISCHARGED STATE: Always put it
on charge immediately after your round of golf and leave it on the maintenance
charge until your next round of golf. Please do not leave it on the maintenance
charge for very long periods, such as over the winter.
DO NOT STORE YOUR BATTERY IN ‘EXTREME’ CONDITIONS: Either very
cold or very hot. When you do store your battery for a prolonged period, give it
a refreshing charge every month; it will pay you back for your care.
EVERY FOUR OR FIVE ROUNDS CHECK THAT YOUR GOLF TROLLEY IS
IN GOOD WORKING ORDER: With no sticky wheels or bearings etc. Extra
drag will make your battery think it is going uphill for eighteen holes!
GUARANTEE: Your new Golf Trolley Battery can last anything from 3 months
to 3 years depending on how it is used and cared for. This battery is guaranteed
against manufacturing faults for a period of six months from the date of
purchase. In the unfortunate event of a failure, please return it to us for testing.
We will require the battery to be fully charged for test purposes and with a copy
of your original purchase receipt.
TEST RESULT: We will test the battery and should the battery prove to have a
manufacturing fault it would be replaced. We cannot replace the battery if the
fault is through misuse. Any battery not claimed after 14 days of the test results
being communicated will be sent for recycling.
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